ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY
- MODULE 5 Dream Canvas

Dance your dreams across the canvas of your days.
Dream Canvas: Dream Canvas is about the manifestation of our divine will from the intangible to the
tangible, from our inner landscape to our outer landscape and world experience. You are an artist
co-creating your life as you allow the unfolding of divine will. Dream Canvas invites you to surrender to the
highest expression of yourself as you forge new pathways of being within your kinesphere.
Through dream canvas, we connect with our authenticity and highest visions through activating the throat
and third eye chakras.
Kinesphere: The Kinesphere is the space around you and how you move within it. You paint your
kinesphere with your body, your words, your thoughts, and your beliefs. Through exploring your kinesphere,
you will cultivate your imagination, creativity, and awareness of your surrounding space.

Magnetic Frequency: Your energetic state is magnetic. Your thoughts, beliefs, actions and even the
posture you embody create a frequency, a magnetic radio-wave that then attracts and amplifies your
current energetic state. In every moment, you have a choice in how you show up and respond to life’s
circumstances. The more you cultivate feelings of gratitude, grace, ease, joy and love within your Temple
Body, the more you will create these qualities in your life.
Gratitude: Focusing on gratitude can create an energetic frequency of joy. When you focus on what you
are grateful for and all the abundance in your life, including your experiences and initiations, you naturally
create more space for joy. Rather than focusing on something that is not working, when you consciously
focus on what is working, your energetic state will shift into a place of expansion, love, and play.
Innocence: Through connecting with joy and play, and inviting your pure and innocent inner child to
dream, you tap into and open to receive the magic that exists and is available in each moment. When you
align your thoughts and beliefs and take action towards your highest vision from an innocent space, you tap
into infinite potentiality where anything is possible and dreams manifest.

Life becomes the canvas on which to dance dreams and visions into form.

The Dance of Tantra
In Graceful Warrior, we explored the masculine and feminine principles within our inner cross.
Dream Canvas shows us another layer of the dance between the masculine and feminine; both the inner
masculine and feminine principles are required to bring the intangible to form and dance our dreams into
being.
The divine masculine principle is pure consciousness and the capacity to penetrate, focus,
structure, align, hold and be a pillar of stillness. The divine masculine is also referred to as Shiva in Tantric
Hindu mythology.
The divine feminine principle is creative power and the capacity to be receptive, expansive,
enveloping, nurturing, and dance the formless into form. The divine feminine is also referred to as Shakti
in Tantric Hindu mythology.

In Dream Canvas, Shiva is the canvas and Shakti is the dream and dance; the dream cannot come into
form or manifest without the structure of the canvas. And without the artistic inspiration of Shakti, the
canvas is blank and uncreated.
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Chakras
Dream Canvas activates your innate artist and manifesting power. In this module, we will explore and
activate the throat chakra and third eye chakra, opening us to authentic expression aligned with our highest
insight and vision.

Throat Chakra

Chakra: Fifth | Sanskrit: Vishuddha
Color: light blue | Element: Ether | Bija Sound Mantra: HUM

Location: The neck/Throat.
Themes: Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, Resonance.
Gifts: A clear and open throat chakra supports you in standing up for your
beliefs and being secure in who you are. You are connected to the divine
expression of your authentic voice and speak your truth.
Challenges: Self-doubt, negative thinking, and judgments about self or others,
lack of voice.
Mantra: "I express and speak my authentic truth.”
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Third Eye Chakra

Chakra: Sixth | Sanskrit: Ajna
Color: Indigo | Element: Ether | Bija Sound Mantra: OM

Location: The center of the brain near the pineal gland: between the eyebrows
just above the base of the nose.
Themes: Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, inspired
thought, imagination, intuition, Resonance.
Gifts: A clear and open third eye allows you to perceive the world from a place
of clarity and connection. It supports the creative use of your imagination
and vision.
Challenges: relying on outside sources for guidance, avoiding inner wisdom.
Mantra: “I consciously manifest the life I desire.”
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Create your Vision Board
~*~
Every person possesses an inner artist - A unique, individual creative spark that just needs to be
allowed or inspired to show itself. Let us nurture this creative spark and inspire ourselves to live to our fullest
creative potential and create the life we dream of.

Dream Canvas is about opening up to infinite potentiality which requires recognizing the power of your
thoughts, words, beliefs, and actions. Creating a Vision Board is a powerful way of bringing your conscious
and unconscious desires and dreams into a tangible form through images.
Set aside time, collect images, words and natural objects. You can gather images from magazines or print
them out. Have materials to create the vision board: Glue, scissors, glitter, paint, canvas or large card stock.
Begin with your intention for the creation of your vision board. To give direction to the area and dream you
have, connect with one or two points of the TBA Compass: Sacred Embodiment, Creative Power, Expressive
Arts, and Sexual Sovereignty (see next page). W
 eave in how you vision your relationship with the compass
point you choose. What are you desiring? What are you calling in? What are you dreaming into? What has
arisen for you and where are you in your Temple Body Arts Journey?
For example, I have a dream of cultivating my authentic expression in all aspects of my life. This might come
through the vision of how I express myself in my art, dance, music, painting, and how I dress and adorn
myself. Maybe, I’ll use images of being on stage or covered in mud etc. Another option could be connecting
with the mantra from Bamboo Spirit and making it visual through images and words.
When you feel ready, with your materials handy, take time to stick the images on your canvas or large card
stock. Choose any images you are drawn to. Let yourself be surprised by what you choose and what feels
resonant... Let your imagination run wild.
Once your board is created, dialogue with it. Allow it to speak for itself. Following the sentence prompts:
I see…
I feel…
I imagine…
What do you see, feel and imagine when looking at your vision board?

Create a video explaining what you discovered in the creative process and share it in the Sisterhood!
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Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass
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Reflection Questions
1. Stay present with yourself, your Temple body, and how you move within your kinesphere. What wants
to be expressed through you?

2. Connecting with your magnetic frequency, what do you desire to create and magnetically attract into
your life?

3. After completing the Dream Canvas video, what did you discover about your inner artist? Were there
parts of your body that were more open, restricted, or needed to be moved? What new movement
pathways did you create?
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4. Creating new thought patterns:
What are 3 limited thought patterns you would like to rewrite? Write the Original thought
patterns here:
a.

b.

c.

Rewrite and Transform these thought patterns by turning them around and creating new
pathways, just like you did in your practice. Rewrite your thought patterns here:
d.

e.

f.

5. What are you inviting in through inspired vision? Which Compass Point(S) are you connecting with?
What do you see, feel and imagine when looking at your vision board?

Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group!
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